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Abstract. Virtualization-based cloud computing platforms allow multiple virtual machines (VMs) running on the same physical machine.
Eﬃcient allocation of limited underlying resources has been a key issue.This paper presents a workload-aware CPU resources scheduling
method (WARS). WARS uses the allocated credits and consumed credits to diagnose the CPU resources requirements of VMs and dynamically adjusts CPU resources according to the requirements of VMs. The
adjustment of CPU resources is converted into increased or decreased
weights of VMs.
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1

Introduction

With the advantages of functional isolation, manageability and live migration,
virtualization technology has been widely used in cloud computing platforms.
The virtualization technology, such as xen [1], allows multiple virtual machines
running on the same physical machine safely. These VMs may run diﬀerent types
of applications, such as processor-intensive, I/O-intensive and latency-intensive.
These diﬀerent applications have diﬀerent resources requirements. Therefore the
use of limited underlying resources has been a key issue.
However, the current virtualization technology uses static resources allocation
mechanism. The underlying physical resources, such as CPU, cannot be fully
utilized. Firstly, the workloads of the VM are usually varying. In order to satisfy
the resources requirements of the VM, the resources of the VM must be allocated
according to its peak requirement. The resources of the VM will be wasted except
in peak condition. Secondly, the workloads of some virtual machine are light but
they occupy physical machine resources. The idle resources cannot be used by the
VMs whose workloads are heavy. Thirdly, some applications have been completed
but the user may not destroy the virtual machine, so that the resources of the
VM will be wasted.
This paper presents a workload-aware CPU resources scheduling method
(WARS). The WARS uses the allocated credits and consumed credits to diagnose the CPU resources requirements of VMs. If the VM has not consumed
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its allocated credits in a schedule period, it means the VM needs less CPU
resources. Or else, if the VM has consumed all its credits before the schedule
period, it means the VM needs more CPU resources. The ratio of the consumed
credits and consumed allocated credits can diagnose the actual CPU resources
requirements more accurately. Based on the CPU resources requirements of VMs, the WARS will adjust CPU resources of VMs in the next schedule period. The
CPU resources adjustment of WARS is converted into increased or decreased
weight of VMs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces
related work. Section 3 describes the scheduling method. Section 4 shows the
experimental results of the WARS. Finally, Section 5 summarizes our conclusions.

2

Related work

Many dynamic allocation strategies have been proposed to improve CPU resources utilization. Yuting Zhang et al. [2] proposed a self-adaptation resources
allocation strategy. They used the time intervals between two consecutive virtual clock cycles (VCT) to predict resources usage. The virtual machine monitor
(VMM) allocates system resources based on feedback about resources usage.
Zhiyuan Shao et al. [3] used the eﬀective average VCPU utilization rate and
parallel level to diagnose resources requirements of VMs. The VMM adjusts the
computing resources dynamically based on the resources requirements of VMs.
It can schedule the VCPUs to appropriate physical cores by using the knowledge
of the shared L2 cache architecture of the multi-core systems. Hyunku Jeong and
Sung-Min Le [4] used the number of executed instructions to calculate abstract
workload characteristics and dynamically allocate multi-core resources according
to workload characteristics.
Fernando Rodrguez-Haro et al. [5] used Xen primitives to construct an applicationaware management component that adjusts the CPU resources according to demand. By integrating the lightweight metering and controller components, they
hide the low-level primitives and enhance the CPU management through high
QoS parameters such as needed CPU cycles and application metrics. Jia Rao
et al. Ying Song et al. [6] proposed an adaptive and dynamic resources ﬂowing
scheme amongst VMs in a VM-based utility computing environment (ADVM).
VMM gets redundant resources of VMs back so that the resources can be assigned to VMs which request more resources. Evangelia Kalyvianaki et al. [7]
integrated the Kalman ﬁlter into feedback controllers to dynamically allocate
CPU resources
For improving the predictive ability, [8, 9] used fuzzy modeling to learn and
predict the CPU resources requirements of the VM. Lixi Wang et al. [8] used
adaptive fuzzy modeling to predict a database VMs multi-type resources need
and allocate resources to VMs running a database serving on-demand. DynaQoS
[9] is a two-layer QoS provisioning framework that supports adaptive multiobjective resources allocation. The ﬁrst layer is a group of self-tuning fuzzy
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controllers (STFC) that control individual objectives. When there are multiple control objectives, the second layer aggregates the requests from individual
STFCs and forms a uniﬁed one.

3

WARS scheduling method

We assume there are N VMs running on the same physical machine. V Mi is
the i-th VM and V Cij is the j-th VCPU of the V Mi . Let wi be the weight of
the V Mi and vi be the number of VCPUs of the V Mi . The total weight can be
calculated as follows:
Wtotal =

N
∑
(wi × vi )

(1)

i=1

In order to diagnose the actual resource requirements of a VM, the WARS
gathers the consumed credits and allocated credits of every VCPUs and VMs
every time interval.the CPU utilization rate of the V Mi can be calculated as
follows:
∑vi
con
j=1 (Cij (ti ))
Ui (ti ) = ∑vi
(2)
alc
j=1 (Cij (ti ))
con
(ti ) represents the consumed credits of V Cij at time interval ti and
where Cij
alc
Cij (ti )) represents the allocated credits of V Cij at time interval ti .
If the consumed credits of the V Mi are less than its allocated credits, the
CPU resources of the V Mi are abundant. Or else, the CPU resources of the V Mi
are shortage. Therefore, the Ui (ti ) can be used to diagnose the CPU resources
requirement of the V Mi .Based on the CPU resources requirements of VMs,
WARS will adjust the CPU resources of VMs.
In our WARS, the CPU resources adjustment among VMs is converted into
increased or decreased weights of VMs. The CPU resources adjustment is based
on the value of the Ui (ti ). If the Ui (ti ) is less than a threshold Umin , in the
next schedule period, the VMM will get redundant weight of VMs back so that
the weight can be assigned to VMs which request more weight. The VMM don
not get all redundant resources of VMs. The VMM must guarantee VMs can
work when their resources are got back, so we deﬁne the status Unormal which is
the CPU utilization that can guarantee VMs to work. The redundant weight of
the V Mi is the corresponding weight of ratio (Unormal to Ui (ti ) − Ui (ti )). The
redundant weight of the V Mi that can be calculated as follows:
∑vi
j=1 ×vi × (Unormal − Ui (ti ))
wi (ti+1 ) =
(3)
Ui (ti )

On the contrary, if the Ui (ti ) is more than a threshold Umax , in the next
scheduling period, the V Mi will request more weight to VMM. The request
weight strategy is to reduce the CPU utilization Ui (ti ) to Unormal . The requested
8
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weight of the V Mi is the corresponding weight of ratio (Ui (ti ) − Unormal ) to
Ui (ti ). The requested weight can be calculated as follows.
∑vi
j=1 ×vi × Ui (ti ) − Unormal
(4)
wi (ti+1 ) =
Ui (ti )
if Xen system have abundant CPU resources or VMs which need more CPU
resources can be met by VMs which can provide CPU resources, the weight of
VMs will be adjusted by the above formula (3)(4). Or else, there are VMs which
apply to more weights but there is no idle CPU resources can be lent. WARS
will reallocate CPU resources.In order to reallocate resources satisﬁed the above
two properties, we borrow the idea of stock shares [10]. VMs which have more
shares will be allocated more resources. The shares can be weight of VMs or fees
paid by users. In this paper, we use the number of VCPUs to deﬁne shares of
VMs. The total shares can be calculated as follows.
∑
Vtotal =
N vi
(5)
i=1

The weight of V Mi which should be assigned in the next scheduling can be
calculated using following formula (6-7).
wi (ti+1 ) = Wtotal × (α ×

vi
Vtotal

α+β =1

+β×

wib (ti+1 )
)
b
wtotal
(ti+1 )

(6)
(7)

Where wib (ti+1 ) represents the weight which V Mi wants to lend in the i+1
b
scheduling period, wtotal
(ti+1 ) represents the total weight which VMs want to
lend in the i+1 scheduling period, α and β reﬂect the importance of shares and
resources utilization rate. The weight is assigned according to the shares of CPU
resources when α = 1. The weight is assigned according to the utilization of
VMs.

4

Performance Evaluation

We have implemented WARS mechanism in xen 4.1.2 hypervisor. Our system
is installed on the physical machine equipped with two Inter(R) Xeon(R) 4-core
CPU running at 2.40GHz, 32G of RAM. The application running in the VMs is
matrix multiply implemented by BSPCloud [10]. This section presents evaluation
results for diﬀerent types of application and various workloads.
In order to measure the eﬀectiveness of WARS, we compare the schedule of
WARS (WARS xen) with the xen scheduling (Orig Xen).
we run four VMs concurrently and all VMs are CPU resources shortage.
The application running in the VM is shown in table 1. We set parameter α =
0, α = 0.2, α = 0.4, α = 0.6, α = 0.8, and α = 1, respectively. Fig.1 shows the
experiment results. When the parameter α is big and β is small, the VMM will
Copyright © 2014 SERSC
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allocate more CPU resources to VMs which have more weight. On the contrary,
the VMM will allocate more CPU resources to VMs which have more resources
requirement. α and β reﬂect the signiﬁcance of shares and resources utilization
rate. When we use parameters α = 0, the computing time of the application
run in the VM1 and VM4 declines about 15%, and the computing time of the
application run in the VM2 and VM3 increases 24% and 11% respectively. With
the increase of α, the computing of the application run on the VM1 increases
and the computing time of the application run on the VM3 and VM4 declines.
With the increase of α, the weight will become more signiﬁcance in resources
allocation. The weight of VM1 is smallest. So its allocated resources will less with
the increase of α. Similarly, the VM3 and VM4 will be allocated more resources.
We also notice that the computing time of the application run on the VM2 ﬁrst
declines but then increases when the parameter α = 0.8. This is because the
inﬂuence of resources utilization is more than weight when the α > 0.8.
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Fig. 1. xen I/O architecture.

Table 1. Application types by diﬀerent VMs
VM
VM1
VM2
VM3
VM4

10

VCPUs
2
3
4
4

Application type
Matrix multiplication
Matrix multiplication
Matrix multiplication
Matrix multiplication

size
15541554
15541554
19721972
21002100

Used threads
2
2
3
4
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Conclusions
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In this paper, we have proposed a workload-aware CPU resources scheduling
method (WARS) to improve the CPU overall utilization. WARS is a periodical
allocating algorithm. With each periodical round consisting of CPU resources
diagnose, request more or less CPU resources to VMM and weight adjustment.
WARS uses the allocated and consumed credits to diagnose CPU resources requirements of VMs, which can improve predictive ability further. Based on the
predict information, WARS will adjust the CPU resources dynamically.
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